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A new decomposition of exact solutions to the scalar wave equation into bidirectional, forward 
and backward, traveling plane wave solutions is described. The resulting representation is a 
natural basis for synthesizing pulse solutions that can be tailored to give directed energy 
transfer in space. The development of known free-space solutions, such as the focus wave 
modes, the electromagnetic directed energy pulse trains, the spinor splash pulses, and the 
Bessel beams, in terms of this decomposition will be given. The efficacy of this representation 
in geometries with boundaries, such as a propagation in a circular waveguide, will also be 
demonstrated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The possibility of solutions of the wave equation that 
describe localized, slowly decaying transmission of energy in 
space-time has been suggested by several groups in recent 
years. These include efforts on "focus wave modes", 1-5 
"EDEPT's,,,6-9 "splash modes",I0·11 "EM missiles", 12-16 
"Bessel beams",17-22 "EM bullets,,23,24 and "transient 
beams."s.25-29 Much of this work was actually motivated by 
the pioneering work of Brittingham. I It has been recently 
discovered that these original focus wave modes represent 
Gaussian beams that translate through space with only local 
deformations and are the fundamental modes of a class of 
solutions that describe fields that originate from moving 
complex sources.2 In particular, the scalar wave equation in 
real space, viz., 

(1.1 ) 

with a wave speed normalized to unity, has as an exact solu
tion, the moving, modified Gaussian pulse 

\lip (r,t) = eiP(z+ r)(e-Pp'IV /41TV) . (1.2) 

The complex variance 1/ V = 1/ A - i/ R yields the beam 
spread A = a l + (;2/a l, the phase front curvature 
R = (; + aU(;, and beam waist w = (A /p> 1/2. Here, 
(; = z - t and p denotes the radial cylindrical coordinate. 
The fundamental pulse (1.2) describes a Gaussian beam 
that translates through space-time with only local varia
tions. It represents a generalization of earlier work by Des
champs30 and Felsen31 describing Gaussian beams as fields 
radiated from stationary complex source points. 

As discussed in Ref. 9, the fundamental Gaussian pulse 
has either a plane wave or a particlelike character depending 
on whether {3 is small or large. Moreover, for all {3 it shares 
with the plane wave the property of having infinite energy. 
However, as with the plane waves, this is not to be consid
ered as a drawback per se. The above solution procedure has 
introduced an added degree of freedom into the solution 
through the variable {3 that can be exploited. As shown in 

Refs. 2 and 5-9, fundamental Gaussian pulse fields, corre
sponding to different values of {3, can be used as basis func
tions to represent new transient solutions of Eq. (1.1). In 
particular, the general electromagnetic directed energy 
pulse train (EDEPT) solution 

\II(r,t) = loo d{3\11p(r,t)F({3) 

= d{3 F({3) e - Ps(p.z.r) ( 1.3 ) 1 loo 
41T[a l + i(z - t)] 0 ' 

where 

s(p,z,t) =p2/[a l +i(z-t)] -i(z+t), (1.4) 

is an exact source-free solution of the wave equation. This 
representation, in contrast to a plane wave decomposition, 
utilizes basis functions that are more localized in space and 
hence, by their very nature, are better suited to describe the 
directed transfer of electromagnetic energy in space. The 
resulting pulses have finite energy if the function F({3){3 - 1/2 

is square integrable.9 

As reported in Ref. 2, the superposition ( 1.3), with the 
"complex traveling center wave" basis functions, has an in
verse. The functions 

4>p (p,(;,rf) = 8,[ii e - (?; 14Pa,)'\11 P (p,(;,r/l , (1.5) 

with 1] = z + t, are orthogonal to the \lip. This means these 
basis functions satisfy the completeness relation 

f-+ 0000 d1] f-+ 0000 d(; loo dp p4>~ (p,(;,1]) \11 P' (p,(;,1]) 

= 8 ({3 - {3 ') , ( 1. 6) 

where 4>~ is the complex conjugate of 4> p. Hence an inver
sion of the superposition (1.3) exists. 

Clearly, different spectra F({3) in Eq. (1.3) lead to dif
ferent wave equation solutions, and hence, to different solu
tions of Maxwell's equations. Many interesting solutions of 
the wave equation can be created by simply referring to a 
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Laplace transform table. One particular interesting spec
trum selection, recognized by Ziolkowski,6 is the "modified 
power spectrum" (MPS) 

F({:J) = [p/r(q) ](p{:J - b)q-Ie - [(pp-b)a,l , {:J>blp, 

= 0, b Ip>{:J>O. ( 1.7) 

It is so named because it is derived from the power spectrum 
F({:J) = {:Jq- I exp( - {:Ja2 ) by a scaling and a truncation. 
This choice of spectrum leads to the MPS pulse 

1 e- bslp 

\II (r,t) = ( 1.8) 
41T(a l +it) [a2 +slp]q 

Solutions to Maxwell's equations follow naturally from 
these scalar wave equation solutions using a Hertz potential 
formulation. 

The MPS pulse, for example, can be optimized so that it 
is localized near the direction of propagation and its original 
amplitude can be recovered out to extremely large distances 
from its initial location. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1, 
which shows surface plots and the corresponding contours 
plots of the electromagnetic energy density U of a TE elec
tromagnetic MPS pulse relative to the pulse center locations 
at z = 0.0 km and z = 9.42 X 109 km. The MPS parameters 
are a2 = 1.0 m, q = 1.0, b = LOX 1014 m-I,p = 6.0X 1015

, 

and a l = LOX 10-2 m. The energy density U is normalized 
to its maximum value at t = O. The transverse space coordi-

nate p is measured in meters; the longitudinal space coordi
nate t = z - t is the distance in meters along the direction of 
propagation away from the pulse center z = ct. These results 
definitively show the localization of the field near the direc
tion of propagation over very large distances. 

The MPS pulses are being characterized further and po
tentiallaunching mechanisms are under investigation. How
ever, it was recognized by Besieris and Shaarawj32 that the 
representation ( 1.3) and its inverse has a generalization that 
can be exploited to explain these and other localized, slowly 
decaying solutions in a single framework. This new represen
tation is the main purpose of this paper. It is based on a 
decomposition of exact solutions of the scalar wave equation 
into bidirectional, forward and backward, traveling plane 
wave solutions. The resulting representation is a natural ba
sis for synthesizing pulse solutions. The derivation of this 
representation from a general operator embedding scheme 
will be described in Sec. II. The connections between this 
decomposition and various localized, slowly decaying solu
tions will be made explicit in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the bidirec
tional representation will be extended to other classes of 
equations, e.g., the Klein-Gordon and the dissipative scalar 
wave equations that model wave propagation in dispersive 
and dissipative media, respectively. A specific demonstra
tion of the efficacy ofthe new representation will be given in 
connection with an initial-boundary value modeling an infi-

MODIFIED POWER SPECTRUM PULSE 

EM ENERGY DENSITY 

PULSE CENTER = O.OOkm PULSE CENTER = 9.42)( 10
9
km 

FIG. I. The field energy of the electromagnetic MPSpulse is shown for the parameters: u, = 1.0m,q = 1.0, b = 1.0X 1014 m-',p = 6.0X 10'5, andu2 = 0.01 
m. 
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nite waveguide excited by a localized initial pulse. A sum
mary of the results in this paper will be provided in Sec. V. 

II. BIDIRECTIONAL PLANE WAVE DECOMPOSITION 

The Cauchy problem 

[a;+O(-IV)]u(r,t)=O, rER 3, t>O, (2.la) 

u(r,O) = uo(r) , U t (r,O) = ul(r) , (2.lb) 
A-

where u is a real scalar-valued function and 0 is a positive, 
self-adjoint, possibly pseudodifferential operator, can be 
used as a mathematical model for a large number of physical 
situations. 

A Fourier synthesis of the solution to the Cauchy prob
lem (2.1) can be effected as follows33: 

u(r,t) = 2 Re{'I' (r,t)} ; (2.2a) 

'I'(r,t) =_1_ r dkF(k)e-i(k.r-!l"'(k)/); (2.2b) 
(21T)3 JR' 

F(k) = J.-[u (k) _ i ul (k) ]. (2.2c) 
2 0 OI/2(k) 

The complex value signal 'I' is generated via a linear superpo
sition of plane waves propagating in the k direction with 
phase speeds OI/2(k)/lkl. These plane waves are character
ized by wave vectors k and they are weighted by the Fourier 
spectrum F(k). 

Equation (2.2) constitutes a mathematical solution to 
the Cauchy problem (2.1). However, for purposes of later 
comparison, the superposition (2.2b) can be recast in a more 
general form as follows: 

'I'(r,t) = _1_ r dk r dw F(k,w) 
(21T)4 JR' JR' 
Xe- i(k'r - ,o/)o[ _ w2 + O(k)] . (2.3 ) 

The spectra entering into Eqs. (2.2b) and (2.3) are linked 
through the relationship 

A-

F(k) = F(k,O(k» . 
41TIO I12 (k)I 

(2.4) 

Conditions can also be specified under which 'I' is square 
integrable, or, even further, under which the solution u(r,t) 
of (2.1) is a finite energy signal. There is, however, a basic 
drawback associated with the Fourier method; namely, that 
in most cases the integral for 'I' can be computed only ap
proximately by a variety of asymptotic approaches, such as 
the method of stationary phase/saddle point,34.35 ray-theor
etic techniques36,37 and phase space methods,38 or can be 
carried out numerically. Very few exact analytical solutions 
to (2.2b) are available, even for the simple, single mode dis
persion relationship W=OI/2(k) = (k 2 +J.L2)1/2 corre
sponding to the Klein-Gordon equation. 

The Cauchy problem (2.1) will be used in the sequel as a 
vehicle for presenting a new principle of superposition that 
provides more freedom and flexibility when dealing with 
certain classes of solutions, e.g., the EDEPT solutions to the 
scalar wave equation. 

Different types of supe1l!ositions are obtained by divid
ing the operator L = [a; + a ( - IV) ] into parts, each hav
ing its own eigenfunctions. A general solution can be con-
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structed from the product of such eigenfunctions, together 
with a constraint relationship between their eigenvalues. 
The manner in which the operator L is partitioned deter
mines the form of the final superposition. For example, the 
Fourier decomposition follows from partitioning L into two 
parts:L I = a; andL2 = O( -IV). The superposition (2.3) 
contains the constraintw = 0 1/

2 (k) relating the eigenvalues 
of L 1 and L2 corresponding to the eigenfunctions 
exp( + iwt) and exp( - ik· r), respectively. 

In general, the operator L can be partitioned in many 
different ways. Consider, for example, the preliminary split-

A-

ting ofthe operator O( - IV) as follows: 
A A A A 

O( -IV) =A( -iaz ) + [O( -IV) -A( -iaz )] 

A- A-

=A( - iaz ) +B( -IV p - iaz ). (2.5) 

The operator A ( - iaz ), which mayor may not be a natural 
A-

part of 0 ( - IV), is assumed to be positive, self-adjoint and 
the choice of the preferred variable z is arbitrary. By taking 
the Fourier transform with respect to the transverse compo
nents, the complex wave function 'I' (r ,t) can be expressed as 

1 i - . 'I'(r,t) = -- dK tP(K,z,t)e- 1K
'

P , 
(21T)2 R' 

(2.6) 

with ¢(K,Z,t) governed by the equation 

[ 
2 A. A. - (2.7) a/ +A( - i az ) + B(K, - iaz )]tP(K,Z,t) = O. 

A. 

The operator L=a; + O( - K, - i az ) can now be par-
titioned as follows: 

a2 A. • 

LI = / +A( -laz ) , (2.8a) 

L 2 =B(-K,-iaz )' (2.8b) 
The most natural eigenfunctions of the operator LI are given 
by 

tPe (z,t) = e - ia(;eiP", , 

where {; and 1] are defined as follows: 

(;=z- tsgn(a)a-1A 1/2(a) , 

1] = z + t sgn({3){3 -IA 1/2({3) . 

(2.9) 

(2.10a) 

(2. lOb) 

The corresponding eigenvalues, denoted by A (a,/3) , are giv
en explicitly as follows: 

A(a,/3) =A({3-a) - [A(a) +A({3) 

+ 2 sgn(a)A 1/2(a)sgn({3)A 112({3)]. (2.11) 

The elementary functions (2.9) consist of products of two 
plane waves traveling in opposite directions, with wavenum
ber-dependent phase speeds equal to sgn(a)a-IA 1/2(a) 
and sgn({3){3 -IA 1/2({3), respectively. 

The bilinear functions (2.9) are also eigenfunctions of 
L 2, with corresponding eigenvalues equal to B( - K,/3 - a). 
As a consequence, a linear superposition of the bidirectional 
elementary solutions tP e results in a solution of Eq. (2.7), 
viz., 

¢(K,Z,t) = r da ( d{3 C(K,a,p) 
JR' JR' 
Xe- ia(;e

i/3"'o[A(a,{3) + B( - K,{3 - a)] , 
(2.12) 

where the constraint A(a,{3) + B( - K,{3 - a) = 0 is in
cluded in the integration. A general solution to Eq. (2.1) can 
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be obtained by resorting to a transverse Fourier inversion 
[cf. Eq. (2.6)]; specifically, 

'I'(r,t) = _l-z f dK e- ilC'p r da r d{3 C(K,a,{3) 
(21T) JR' JR' JR' 
Xe-ia~eiP'1D[A(a,{3) +B( -K,{3-a)]. (2.13) 

This representation constitutes a generalization of the three
dimensional !:ourier synthesis [cf. Eq. (2.3)]; in the latter, 
the operator A ( - iaz ) was chosen to be a constant given by 
the relations 

sgn(a)A IfZ(a) + sgn({3) A IfZ({3) = m (2.l4a) 

and 
a -{3= kz • (2.14b) 

The main advantage of this decomposition is the intro
duction of the embedded operator A ( - iaz ). This provides 
a fresh approach for addressing different classes of problems. 
At the same time~the flexibility that one can enjoy through a 
clever choice of A ( - iaz ) may open the way to approach 
some of the more impenetrable problems. 

To clarify these ideas, consider specifically the case of 
!!te three-dimensional scalar wave equation for which 
n ( - IV) = - VZ

• The operator L, in this case, assumes the 
form L = a i - V2 and Eq. (2.la) simplifies to 

[a;-V2 ]u(r,t) =0. (2.15) 

In cylindrical coordinates, the Laplacian V2 can be written 
as follows: 

V2 =a; +a; +p-I ap +p-2a~. 

In the usual Fourier decomposition, the operator L is divid
ed into two parts: 

L 1 = -[a;+a;+p-lap+p-2a~], (2.l6a) 

(2.16b) 

The eigenfunctions of L 1 are J n (Kp ) e ± imp e ± ik,z and 

N n (Kp)e ± in-Pe ± ik,z, where I n (Kp) and N n (Kp) are Bessel 
functions of the first and second kind, respectively, and the 
eigenvalues equal ~ + k ;. The operator Lz has eigenfunc
tions e ± i,"' with eigenvalues - mZ

• An elementary solution 
to the scalar wave equation (2.15) can be written as 
\TI ( ) _ [A J ( ) B N ( )] ± inq, - i(k,z ± M') 
't" e r,t - n n Kp + n n Kp e e , 

(2.l7a) 

with the constraint 

~ + k; - m2 = 0 . (2.17b) 

Neglecting the terms N n (Kp) because of their infinite values 
at p = 0, one obtains a special case of the superposition (2.3) 
that gives the general Fourier synthesis solution to the scalar 
wave equation: 

1 00 i oo f + 00 f + 00 'I'(r,t) = --2 L dK dm 
(21T) n~O 0 - cc - 00 

X dkz An (m,kz,K)K I n (Kp)e ± inq, 

Xe-ik,ze+i'Mfj(m2_~_k;). (2.18) 

Next consider the choice A ( - iaz ) = - a; which re
duces Eqs. (2.10) to 

~ = z - t and 7J = Z + t . (2.19) 

1257 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 3D, No.6, June 1989 

The operator L can be written, in this case, as 

L = - [4a ~'1 + a; + p - lap + p - 2 a ~] , 

and it can be partitioned as follows: 

LI = - [a; +p-I ap +p-2 a~] , 

L 2 = -4a~'1' 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

The eigenfunctions of L1 are given now by I n (Kp)e ± in'" 
and N n (Kp)e ± in"" and its eigenvalues equal +~. The oper
ator L2 has eigenfunctions e - ia~eiP'1 with eigenvalues 
- 4a{3. An elementary solution to the scalar wave equation 
(2.15) can be written as 

'I' e (r,t) = 'I' e (p,~,7J) 

= [CnJn (Kp) + DnNn (Kp) ] e ± in"'e - ia~eiP'1 , 

(2.21a) 

with the constraint 

a{3= ~/4. (2.21b) 

This constraint limits the value of a and {3 either to be both 
negative or both positive. A general solution to the scalar 
wave equation can be written in the nonconventional form 

1 + I "" 1"" 1"" 'I'(p,~,rf} = -2 2 L L dK d(la) 
( 1T) I~ _ 1 n~O 0 0 

I#'O 

X 100 

d(l{3) Cn (/a,I{3,K)K I n (Kp) 

X e ± in"'e - ila~eiIPnfj(a{3 - ~ /4) . (2.22) 

The two representations [cf. Eqs. (2.18) and (2.22)] 
may appear to be very different. There exists, however, a one 
to one correspondence between these two superpositions 
through the change of variables 

k z = a - f3, m = a + {3 . (2.23) 

By using these relationships, the new representation (2.22) 
can be transformed into the Fourier synthesis given in Eq. 
(2.18), with the following connection between their spectra: 

An (m,kz,K) =2Cn [!(m+kz ),!(m-kz ),K]. (2.24) 

It should be noted that this transformation requires a careful 
handling of the limits of integration. A complete discussion 
of this point will be given later when dealing with specific 
examples. 

The representation (2.22) provides a fresh path through 
which exact solutions to the scalar wave equation can be 
obtained. Although such a representation is not a familiar 
one, solutions obtained using (2.22) can still be easily trans
formed into the more popular Fourier superposition, and 
one can link the bidirectional results to the more convention
al Fourier interpretation. To emphasize these ideas, one can 
remove the constraint in (2.18) by integrating over m, hence 
reducing (2.18) to a form similar to (2.2), with 

1 00 i"" f+oo 'I'(r,t) = -- L dK 
(21T)2n~OO -00 

X dkz [An [ ~ ~ + k; ,kz,K] e - i(k,z - ~K' + k; I) 

+ An [ - ~ ~ + k ; ,kz ,K ] 
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X 
-i(kzZ+~K'+kzt)] KJn(Kp) ±in; 

e e . 
2~1(2 + kz 

(2.25) 

This is a special case of the superposition (2.2) and consists 
of the sum of two components, one traveling in the positive Z 

direction and the other in the negative z direction. A com
mon problem that arises when dealing with such integrals is 
associated with the branch-cut type singularities. These can 
pose significant difficulties even when the integrals are 
solved either asymptotically or computed numerically. On 
the other hand, when the constraint is integrated out of Eq. 
(2.22), one obtains 

1 '" Sa'" Sa'" IJI (p,;,rJ) = --2 L dK 
(21T) n~O 0 0 

- C (- ~ - f3 K) e(i,2/4P)~ e - $71] 
n 4f3 ' , 

X .!..In(Kp)e±in;. 
f3 

(2.26) 

Similar to the Fourier synthesis where one can choose either 
the positive or negative w branch, we can choose to work 
with either the positive or the negative branch of a and f3. In 
what follows, for convenience only, we choose the positive 
branch. Notice that, unlike Eq. (2.25), the terms in the 
above integral consist of products of two plane waves travel
ing in opposite directions. An important characteristic ofthe 
representation (2.26) is that the branch-cut singularities in 
Eq. (2.25) have been converted into algebraic singularities. 
This provides a novel approach to finding solutions to the 
scalar wave equation. New exact solutions can be obtained 
by choosing appropriate spectra Cn , for which the corre
sponding Fourier spectra A n might be very complicated and 
could not have been guessed. Moreover, because of the na
ture of the branch-cut singularities in the Fourier synthesis, 
problems arise because of their multivaluedness and because 
large oscillations accompany any attempt to evaluate them 
either numerically or asymptotically. We have found that 
one can circumvent such problems by dealing with the bidi
rectional synthesis and its tame algebraic singularities. 

A number of important mathematical issues dealing 
with the new bidirectional synthesis will be considered at 
this point. These will include the completeness of the expan
sions (2.22) and (2.26), the inversion properties for 
C n (a,f3,K), and conditions that must be imposed on the spec
trum in order to ensure square integrability. The feasibility 
of solving Cauchy initial value problems on the basis of the 
new representation will be addressed in Sec. IV. 

Completeness follows directly from the fact that the 
superimposed functions are either exponential or Bessel 
functions, which are both orthogonal functions and form 
their own complete sets. However, the inversion of 
Cn (a,f3,K) is not obvious. A generalization of Ziolkowski's 
formula ( 1.6) had to be used. Using the positive f3 branch in 
(2.26), IJI (p,;, 1/) can be constructed as follows: 

1258 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 30, No.6, June 1989 

1 + 00 roo roo 1 
lJI(p,;,1/) = (21T)2 n~~oo Jo dK Jo df3 p 

xC (~ f3 K)KJ (Kfl)ein;e- (iK'/4P)~eiP71. 
n 4f3" n r 

(2.27) 

The inversion formula corresponding to this superposition is 
given by 

( ~ ) 1 f+1I" f+oo Cm -,f3,K =- dtfJ d; 
4f3 4[i -11" -00 

xe-~2/16P2J_+0000 d1/ Loo dppJm(Kp) 

XIJI(p,;,1/)e - im;e(iK'/4P)~e - $71 . (2.28) 

Note the appearance of the Gaussian measure over;. A simi
lar measure occurred in Ziolkowski's inversion (1.6). How
ever, in the more general inversion (2.28) the additional 
parameter a l has disappeared. The validity of the inversion 
will be demonstrated below in connection to specific exam
ples. 

To investigate the possible restrictions on the spectrum 
Co that would ensure square integrability of the solution, one 
can consider the integral over f3 in Eq. (2.27), namely, 

t/J(z,t) = Loo df3 ~ Co(~ ,f3,K)e- i,2(Z-t)/4PeiP(z+t). 

(2.29) 

By rearranging the variables in the exponentials, one obtains 

t/J(z,t) = roo df3 ~ Co(~ , f3,K) Jo f3 4f3 

xexp [ - iZ(~ - f3) ]exp[it(~ + f3)] , 

or 

t/J(z,t) = Loo df3 ~ Co( ~ , f3,K) 

[ iKZ(2fl K)] Xexp 2" -;- - 2fl 

[
Kt(i2f3 K )] 

Xexp "2 -;- - i2f3 . (2.30) 

By using the Laurent expansion of the Bessel generating 
function, viz., 

exp[~(t - ~)] = Y I n (x)t n , 

2 t n~-oo 
(2.31 ) 

the exponentials in (2.30) can be rewritten as 

[
iKZ(2fl K)] +'" [2f3]n exp - - - - = L (i)nIn(KZ) - , 
2 K 2fl n~-oo K 

exp[Kt('2/3 _ ~)] = Y (i)mJm(Kt)[ 2fl]m 
7 K 12/3 m~-oo K 

By using these expansions, Eq. (2.30) can be rewritten as 

+'" +00 

t/J(z,t) = L L CmnIn (KZ)Jm (Kt) , (2.32a) 
n=-oom=-oo 

where 
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(00 [2(3]m+n (K- ) Cmn = Jo d(3 ---;: r+nco 2(3,(3,K . (2.32b) 

A necessary condition for the convergence of (2.32a) is 
that C mn < 00 for all values of m and n ranging from - 00 to 
+ 00. By considering the integral (2.32b), it is then obvious 

that Co(K-I(3,(3,K) should obey the conditions 

. 1 (K- ). hm-Co -,(3,K < 00, 
{3-0 (3' 4(3 

(2.33a) 

lim (3 'Co (~ , (3,K) < 00 , 
{3- = 4(3 

(2.33b) 

for arbitrary (3, and r = m + n, for any integer values of m 
and n. A good candidate is a spectrum of the form 

Co(~ , (3,K) =(3'exp [ -(3a l + ~ a2 ]. (2.34) 

This is similar to the one used for the splash pulses and 
EDEPT solutions, as will be demonstrated in Sec. III. 

In summary, the procedure described in this section 
provides an alternate way of synthesizing solutions to differ
ent partial differential equations. Such representations are 
characterized by different types of singularities that may fa
cilitate their asymptotic or numerical evaluation. This is a 
flexible procedure that changes with the types of equations 
considered. Moreover, solutions to the same equation may 
have different representations depending on how the opera
tor L is partitioned. In Sec. III, the bidirectional representa
tion (2.22) will be used as a natural superposition for the 
synthesis of Brittingham-like solutions, e.g., focus wave 
modes, splash pulses, Bessel beams, and EDEPT solutions. 
This will enable us to gain a better understanding of these 
unusual solutions, and by using the transformation (2.23), 
to obtain more information about their Fourier spectral con
tent. Other types of equations, dealing with dispersive and 
dissipative problems, will be discussed in Sec. IV, where it 
will be demonstrated that the bidirectional representation 
can reduce the complexity level of such equations to that of 
the three-dimensional scalar wave equation. 

III. BIDIRECTIONAL PLANE WAVE DECOMPOSITION 
OF KNOWN SOLUTIONS 

It was demonstrated in the previous section that the 
main achievement of the embedding technique is to intro
duce a time-symmetric bidirectional representation. For the 
scalar wave equation, such a representation is given in Eq. 
(2.22). It turns out that such a superposition provides the 
most natural approach for synthesizing Brittingham-like so
lutions. This section is devoted, mainly, to substantiating 
this claim. Starting with the scalar analog of Brittingham's 
FWM's, it will be shown that by choosing very simple spec
tra Cn (a,(3,K), mostly of the type given in Eq. (2.34), all 
known Brittingham-like solutions can be synthesized. Be
cause of the simple transformation (2.23), it will be easy to 
transform such solutions to their Fourier picture, from 
which a basic understanding of their spectral content can be 
achieved. These examples can also provide a vehicle through 
which the inversion formula can be checked. The following 
discussion will be restricted to the zeroth order mode 
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(n = 0). This is a matter of convenience and does not affect 
the generality of the procedure. 

A. Focus wave modes 

The focus wave modes (FWM's) were originally stimu
lated by the work of Brittingham, I who derived their vector 
form in connection with Maxwell's equations. Their scalar 
form was derived by Belanger,3 Sezinger,4 and Ziolkowski.2 

These modes, the zeroth order of which is given in Eq. (1.2), 
are characterized by an infinite energy content. Motivated 
by the bidirectional character of the solution (1.2), it will be 
shown below that the representation (2.22) can be used to 
synthesize the FWM's associated with the scalar wave equa
tion. 

Consider the spectrum 

Co(a,(3,K) = ([Ii 12)ue - 0'{{3 - /3')'e - aa, . (3.1) 

Substituting it into Eq. (2.22) results in the expression 

1 i oo i oo i oo 

IIJ (p,;,1]) = --2 dK d(3 da 
(217') 0 0 0 

x[Iiu e-o'({3-{3'l'e-aa'KJo(Kp) 
2 

X e - iat;ei/3'1{j[a(3 - K-14] . 

An integration over a reduces Eq. (3.2) to 

lIJ(p,;,1]) = ~/2 ('" dK ('" d(3.!!... 
817' Jo Jo (3 

XJo(Kp)e - 0'(/3- {3'l'e - I<'(a, + it;l/4{3ei{3'1 • 

(3.2) 

By using equation (6.631.4) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik,39 
viz., 

(00 dx xv+ Ie - aX'Jv (ax) = a
V 

e - a'/4a , (3.3) 
Jo (2a)v+ I 

the integration over K can be carried out explicitly, yielding 

IIJ( r ) _ _ u_ ('" d'(3 1 
P,,:>,1] - 4~/2 Jo (a

l 
+ it) 

X e-o'({3-{3'l'e-{3p'/(a, +it;l e i{3'1. 

To carry out the final integration over (3, Eq. (3.4621.1) in 
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik39 is used, viz., 

('" dxxv-le-yxe-/3x'= rev) er'/8{3D (_r_) 
Jo (2(3)v/2 - v ~2(3 , 

to give the solution 
e - o'{3" 

X e(A - i'1- 20'{3'l'/80'D (A - i1] - 2u2(3') 
-I V2u ' 

(3.4a) 

where D -I is the parabolic cylinder function of order - 1 
and 

A =p2/(a l + it) . 
The solution (3.4a) is a generalization of the scalar 

FWM's; the latter can be recovered by taking the limit 
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U-+ 00, for which the spectrum in (3.1) reduces to 

CO(a,{3,K) = (rr/2)ti({3-{3')e- aa,. 

In what follows, we shall use b to denote the part of the 
spectrum in (3.1) that reduces to the Dirac 8 function as 
U-+ 00. This will yield less cumbersome expressions and will 
make our discussion more transparent. As for the solution in 
(3.4a), it is more convenient to compute the limit u- 00 

after rewriting the parabolic cylinder function in an alter
nate form using the identity (9.254.1) in Gradshteyn and 
Ryzhik,39 namely, 

D_,(z) =t!14~rr/2[1-$(z/v'2)], 

where $(z) is the probability integral defined as follows: 

$(z)=- e- t dt . 2 LZ 

2 

.[iio 
Rewriting the wave function (3.4a) in terms of the probabil
ity integral, viz., 

- {J'(A - ;71) 
\{I ( /" ) = e e(A - ;71)'/40" 

P,~,'T/ 8 ( '/") rr 0, + l~ 

[ (
A - i'T/ )] X 1-$ ~ - u{3' , 

facilitates taking the limit U-+ 00 since $( - 00 ) = - 1. 
Hence as U goes to 00, the above expression reduces to the 
scalar FWM solution 

(3.4b) 

Felsen and Heyman25,29 have established the acausal na
ture of the FWM's, in the limit where {3 I 01 ~ 1, using their 
approximate STT theory. The causality issue can be handled 
in a more direct way by transforming (3.2) into the Fourier 
picture using the relationships 

{3=~(w-kz), a=!(w+kz )' (3.5) 

If \{I (p,;,'T/) in Eq. (3.2) is rewritten as 

(3.6a) 

with 

ip(K,;,'T/) = r'" d{3 (00 da!!..b({3-{3') 
Jo Jo 2 

xe-aa'e-ia~ei{J71{j[a{3_ :], (3.6b) 

one can use Eq. (3.5) to express tp(K,z,t) as follows: 

ip(K,z,t) = (00 dkz (00 dw!!..b [_(W_-_k_z_) _{31] e-(a,/2)(w+kz ) 8 [_W_2 _ _ k_; _ ~]e-i(k.z-wt) 
Jo Jk, 2 2 4 4 4 

+[ dkzJ'" dw!!..l> [(w-kz ) _{31] e-(u,/2)(w+kz) 8 [:2 _ k} _ :]e-i(k.z-Wll. (3.7) 
- '" - k z 2 2 

An integration over w simplifies (3.7) to 

ip(K,z,t) = (oo dkz 2rr b [.Jk; +~ -kz - 2{3'] e-(O,/2)U k ;+K'+kz ]e- i(k.z-W1J 
Jo .J k; + ~ 

+ ("" dkz 2rr l> [.J k; + ~ + kz _ 2{3'] e - (u,/2) I ~ k; + K' - kz ] /(k.z + wI) , 

Jo .Jk; + ~ 
(3.8) 

where w = .J k; + ~ . Referring to Fig. 2, it is clear that the 
first integral in (3.8) vanishes for {3 '< K/2 while the second 
one vanishes for {3 I > K/2. As a result, \{I (r,t) can be divided 
into two parts, one traveling in the positive z direction and 
the other in the negative z direction, viz., 

\{I(r,t) = \{I + (r,t) + \{I- (r,t) , 

where 

1 i'" \{I + (r,t) =--2 dKKJo(Kp) 
(2rr) 213' 

X 1"" dkz F(kz,K)e-i(k.z-wt) , 

\{I- (r,t) = -1-2 (2{J' dK KJo(Kp) 
(2rr) Jo 

13' 
X 1 dkz F( - kz.K)/(k.z+wt) , 

and 
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(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

If the parameter 0. is large, the spectrum F(kz,K) in 
(3.10) has a very narrow bandwidth, while F( - kz.K) can 

maintain a balance between .J k; + ~ and k" in the expo
nential and, consequently, can have a much larger band
width bounded by the upper limits of integration over K and 
k z in (3.9b). In this case, the predominant contribution to 
\{I (r,t) comes from \{I- (r,t). This contribution is primarily a 
nonlocalized plane wave moving in the negative z direction. 
If, on the other hand, 0. is very small, both F(kz,K) and 
F( - kz,K) have large bandwidths and because of the limited 
range ofintegration in the expression for \{I- (r,t) compared 
to the infinite range for \{I + (r,t), one expects that \{I + (r,t) 
becomes much larger than \{I- (r,t). In this case, the solution 
\{I (r,t) behaves like a localized pulse moving in the positive z 
direction. 
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-+--~--~t----~- (3.(3' 

k;=::.oo 

o 
" 

a 

4/J' 
(a) 

-2fJ' 2 .. ' iit- fJ k, 

(b) 

FIG. 2. The constraints all =';/4 and Il = Il' are shown in: (a) the all 
pianeand (b) the k,lUpiane. The contributions to '1'+ and '1'- are indicated 
by arrows. 

In closing this subsection, we shall check the validity of 
the inversion given in Eq, (2.28). A substitution of (3.4b) 
into Eq. (2.28), leads to the expression 

C (~ /3K) = fiT f+ "" d; e- t;'/16{3' f+ "" d1] 
0 4/3" 2 -00 -"" 

X (+ 00 dppJo(Kp) 4 /(3'71 .;) 
Jo 1T a l + I 

Xe-{3'p'/(a, + it;leUK'/4(3)t;e- i{371. (3.11) 

Integrating over 1] and making use of Eq. (3.3) in order to 
carry out the integration over p. it follows that 

Co(~ ./3,K) 

= fiT f+ 00 d;e- PI6{3'O(/3_/3,)_1_ e -K'a,/4{3'. 
8 -00 /3' 

The relation 

f
+ 00 

_ 00 d; e - t;'/16f3' = ~ 161T /3 

yields, finally, the result 

Co(,(1/4/3,/3,K) = (1T12)e-K'a,/4{30(/3_/3'), (3.12) 

which is identical to the spectrum given in Eq. (3.1) pro
vided that a = ,(1/4/3. The latter follows from the constraint 
embodied in Eq. (2.21b). 

B. Splash modes 

The original "splash mode" was introduced by Ziol
kowske as the first example of the class of finite energy solu
tions constructed from superpositions of the original 
FWM's. Hillion lO

•
11 has extended the FWM and the splash 

mode concepts to the realm of spinors. Ziolkowski's splash 
pulse can be derived within the framework of the bidirec
tional representation by choosing the spectrum Co (a,/3,K) as 
follows: 

(3.13 ) 

It should be noted that this choice is a specific example of the 
general class of spectra given in Eq. (2.34). Substituting 
(3.13) into Eq. (2.22) yields 

1 loo loo loo 1T lfJ(p,;,1]) = --2 dK d/3 da _/3q-1 
(21T) 0 0 0 2 

Xe- (aa, +f3a,lKJo(KP)e-iaSei{3710[a/3 _ :] . 

(3.14) 

The integration over a can be carried out explicitly, viz., 

1 loo loo lfJ(p,;,1]) = - dK d/3 
81T 0 0 

Equation (3.471.9) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik,39 viz., 

(00 [a] [ a ] ql2 Jo d/3/3q-l exp - Ii - b/3 = 2 b Kq [2v'ab] , 

(3.15 ) 

facilitates the integration over /3; specifically, 

(3.16) 

where K q is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. 
To carry out the final integration over K, formula (6.576.3) 
in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik39 is used, viz., 

(00 dx x-l..K (ax)J (bx) = b Vr«v - A +,u + 1)/2)r«v - A -,u + 1)/2) 
Jo I' v 21..+1av-1..+1r(v+1) 

XF(v-A;,u+1, V-A~,u+l ,I, _ ~:). (3.17) 
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This leads to the result 

_ r(q) ( (a l + it) )(q-I)/2 'If (p,t,7]) - -- ...;.--!.-'--"'-'-
41T (a2 - i7]) 

XF(q, 1,1, - p2/[ (a l + it)(a2 - i7])]) , 

[(a l + it)(a2 - i7])] (q+ 1)/2 
(3.18) 

whereF(q, 1,1, - p) is the hypergeometric function. The lat
ter has the property that 

F(q,I,I, - p) = 1/(1 + p)q. 

Hence (3.18) takes the form 

r(q) [ . p2]_Q 
'If(p,t,7]) = 41T(a

l 
+ it) (a2 -/7]) + (a

l 
+ it) , 

(3.19) 

which is identical to that for the splash pulse introduced in 
Ref.2. 

It is interesting to note in connection with Eq. (3.16) 
that the transverse components are separated from t and 7]. 

The portion of 'If (p,t, 7]) depending on {; and 7] only, viz., 

- _ ( (a l + it) )(q- 1)/2 
I/J(K,t,7]) =1T --=----=--

4(a2 - i7]) 

X~- IKq_ I [K~(al + it) (a2 - i7])] 

(3.20) 

is a solution to the one-dimensional Klein-Gordon equa
tion. 

The scalar wave equation analog to Hillion's splash 
modes can easily be derived by choosing the spectrum 

Co(a,{3,K) = (1T/2)Jv ({3b)e- aa,. (3.21) 

In this case, 

'If (p,t,7]) = --2 dK d{3 da ~ 1 1"" 1"" 1"" (21T) 0 0 0 2 

or 

XJv({3b)e-aa'KJO(KP)e-ia~eiP1J8[a{3- :], 

(3.22) 

upon integrating over a. The integration over K can be car
ried out using Eq. (3.3). One finds 

where 

s =p2/(a l + it) - i7]. (3.23 ) 

Using relation (6.611.1) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik,39 viz., 

r"" dxe-axJv({3x) ={3 -V[~a2 +{32 - a]V, (3.24) 
Jo ~a2 + {32 

'If (p,{;,7]) assumes, finally, the form 

'If (p,t,7]) = 1 b-v[~?+b2_S]V 
41T(a l + i{;) ~? + b 2 

(3.25 ) 

which is a solution to the three-dimensional scalar wave 
equation analogous to Hillion's spinors. The Bessel function 
Jv ({3b) entering into the (3.21) forms a complete orthogo
nal set. This means that any spectrum expressed as 

Co(a,{3,K) = (1T/2)F({3)e - aa, , 

with 

F({3) = L"" db B( b )Jv ({3b) , 

can result in the solution 

'If (p,t,7]) = 1. roodbB(b)b-v[~?+b2-s]V, 
41T(a l + l{;) Jo ~? + b 2 

(3.26) 

which is a generalization of HiIlion's result. 
The Fourier spectral content of Ziolkowski's splash 

pulse will be discussed in the next section in conjunction 
with the "modified power spectrum" (MPS) pulse. The 
Fourier picture corresponding to Hillion's solution can be 
obtained using the same procedure as in Sec. III A. Starting 
with the function 

tp(K,t,7]) = r"" d{3 roo da~Jv({3b) 
Jo Jo 2 

xe-aa'e-ia~eiP1J8[a{3_ :], (3.27) 

the relationships given in Eq. (3.5) can be used to find the 
corresponding Fourier representation; specifically, 

.I·(K Z t) = i"" dk 1'" dUJ ~ J [~(UJ - k )]e - (a,l2)(w + kZ)8[~ _ k ~ _ ~] e - i(k,z - ,,,I) 
'1'" z 2 v 2 z 4 4 4 o k, 

+[ dkzf'" dUJ'~J,.[~(UJ_kz)]e-(a'/2)('''+kz)8[~ _ k~ _ ~]e-i(k,z-'''I). 
_ '" - k, 2 2 4 4 4 

(3.28 ) 

By integrating over UJ, it follows that 

tp(K,z,t) = r"" dk
z 

1T Jv [~{~k; +~ -kz
}] e-(a,/2)[Jk;+K'+k,] e-i(k,z-wt) 

Jo ~k; +~ 2 

i"'dk 1T J [~{ Ik 2 ~ +k}] -(a,I2)[Jk;+K'-k,] +i(k,z-wt) + z v 2 V z+ z e e. 
o ~ k; + ~ 

(3.29) 
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It is seen, then, that 'II(r,t) can be divided into two portions, 
'11+ (r,t) and '11- (r,t), given by 

1 l"" l"" 'II+(r,t)=--z dKKJo(Kp) dkz 
(21T) 0 0 

X F(kz,K)e- i(k,Z-7dI) (3.30a) 

and 

(3.30b) 

where 

F(kz,K) = 1T J v [~{~k; +~ 
~k~ +~ 2 

+k
z
}] e-(u,/2)[Jk;+.r+k,]. (3.31) 

Unlike the FWM's, the spectrum in this case is not sin
gular. As in the case of the FWM's, however, the '11- (r,t) 
part will predominate for large values of the parameter a l • 

On the other hand, the contributions from both parts of the 
spectrum are almost equal for small values of a I' This can be 
seen from the ratio 

J v [ ~ {~ k; + ~ - kJ] _ a k 

---------- e " 

J v [ ~ {~ k; + ~ + kJ) 

As indicated earlier, 

F(kz,K) ~F( - kz,K) 

for large values of a I' This is true for most of the frequency 
range contributing to the integrations (3.30a) and (3.30b). 
On the other hand, for a I very small, 

F(kz,K) =F( - kz,K) 

for the most significant components of this spectrum. 

C.EDEPT's 

These solutions, which were first introduced by Ziol
kowski,8,9 have finite energy, are extremely localized and 
they are highly directive. Another important feature of these 
solutions is that they contain certain parameters that can be 
"tweaked up" so that a pulse is predominantly propagating 
in one direction. An interesting example of the EDEPT solu
tions is the MPS pulse which can be synthesized in the con
text of the bidirectional representation using the shifted 
spectrum 

Co(a,/3,K) = [1Tp!2r(q)](p/3-b)Q-1 

Xe - [aa, + (p{J- b)a,j, /3> b Ip, 

(3.32) 

A substitution of this spectrum into (2.22) leads to the fol
lowing solution: 

1 l"" 1"" l"" 'II(p,;,7j) = --z dK d/3 da 
(21T) 0 blp 0 
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X~(P/3 - b)q-Ie - [aa, + (p/1-b)a,] 
2r(q) 

XKJo(KP)e-ia;-eif3'1I5[a/3- :1. (3.33) 

By integrating over a, it follows that 

'II(p,;,7j) =- dK d[JKJo(Kpl p, -1 l"" 1'" (f3 b)q-I 
81T 0 blp f3r(q) 

X e - .r(a, + i;-) /4f3e - (pfJ - b)a'eif3'1 . 

The integration over K can be performed by resorting to the 
change of variables /3 f = f3 - b Ip, and making use of Eq. 
(3.3) : 

IIJ (p,;,7j) = _1_ r"" d[J f pq/3 'q - I 

41T Jo r(q) 
- bslp 

X e-f3'(s+pa,) _e __ _ 

(a 1 + it) 
The integration over f3 I can be carried out explicitly, result
ing in the wave function 

1 e- bslp 

lIJ(p,;,7j) = 41T(a
1 
+ it) [a

2 
+ slp]q' (3.34) 

which is identical to the MPS pulse introduced by Ziol
kowski.8•9 

A detailed analysis of the behavior of the MPS has been 
presented elsewhere.8

•
9 Our main interest, at this point, is to 

transfer (3.33) into the corresponding Fourier representa
tion in order to study the contributions from the positive
and negative-going components of the solution. A procedure 
identical to that introduced earlier yields, in this case, 

ip(K,Z,t) = ("" dwf+ "" dk
z 
~ [L(w - k z ) 

Jo - DC 2r(q) 2 

-b e- a ,(w+kz )/2e- a ,(p(w-k,)12-b) 
]

q - I 

X 15 [:2 _ k} _ :] e - i( k z z - I"') 

for !(w - k z ) >blp, and 

ip(K,Z,t) = 0 

( 3.35a) 

(3.35b) 

for! (w + k z ) < b I p. The indicated ranges in the w,kz plane 
can be seen clearly by referring to Fig. (3b). Carrying out the 
integration over w changes (3.35) to 

X 
-a,p{~k;+"'-k,}/2 -i(kzz-lJI) e e 

for~k; +~ -kz >2blp, and 

ip(K,Z,t) = 0 

~or ~ k; + ~ - k z < 2b Ip. Solving for k z and splitting 
1jJ(K,Z,t) into positive- and negative-going parts, results, fin
ally, in the components 
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", (ff 
".) ~ 
{j ) ~ 

p 

{j.~--+---~----~~----------

o 

(0) 

<oJ=-k r 

(b) 

K. 

FIG. 3. Theconstrainta/1 = K'/4and the lower bound/1 = b Ipofthe MPS 
pulse are shown in: (a) the a/1plane and (b) the kzwplane. The contribu
tions to '1'+ and '1'- are indicated by arrows. 

(3.36b) 

where 

The strength of the MPS pulse arises from the intro
duced asymmetry in the positive- and negative-going com-
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ponents. This can be easily demonstrated by examining the 
ratio 

F(kz,K)IF( - kz,K) = e(pa,-a,)k, 

for q = 1. By an appropriate choice ofthe parameters p, a I' 
and a2, the positive-going frequency components can be 
made much larger than the negative-going ones. This can be 
achieved by using large values of the product pa2• It is also 
straightforward to demonstrate that in the limb b--O and 
p--1 the MPS given in Eq. (3.34) is reduced to the splash 
pulse [cf. Eq. (3.19)]. Therefore, the Fourier spectral con
tent of the splash pulse can be obtained directly from Eq. 
(3.36) by setting b = 0 andp = 1; specifically, 

(3.38a) 

with 

F(kz,K) =1T[!Jk; +~ -kz12]Q-1 

(3.39) 

To compare I{I+ (r,!) to I{I- (r,!), consider the following ra
tio for q = 1: 

F(kz,K)IF( - kz,K) = e(a, - Q,)k, • 

It is clear from this expression that one can have a predomi
nantly positive component if a2 is chosen to be large and a l 

very small. However, unlike the MPS pulse, the splash pulse 
is not localized in the transverse directions. This is due to the 
absence of the parameters band p that provide some control 
over the transverse localization through the factor 
exp( - bslp) in Eq. (3.34). 

D. Bessel beams 

The "Bessel beams" were introduced by Durnin20 and, 
like Brittingham's FWM's, they are characterized by an infi
nite energy content. It is of interest that such beams have 
been realized experimentally,21 primarily because of the 
manner in which the behavior of an infinite energy beam can 
be realized approximately. It is possible to show that these 
beams can be represented by the time-symmetric bidirec
tional superposition (2.22). One can choose, in this case, 

Co(a,{3,K) = 41TU1'e - u'(a + {3- wo)'e - r(a - (3- A)' , 

for which Eq. (2.22) specializes to 

1 Loo Loo Loo I{I (p,t,T]) = ---2 dK d{3 da 
(21T) 0 0 0 

X 41TU1"e - u'(a + {3 - wo)'e - r(a - (3- A)' 

Besieris, Shaarawi, and Ziolkowski 
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Integrating first over K, one has 

'II(p,;,TJ) = 2(Tr roo d{3 roo dae-u'(a+P-w.,)' 
1T Jo Jo 

Xe - r(a -P- A.)'Jo(2~a{3 p)e- ia~eiP"'. (3.42) 

This integration is very hard to evaluate exactly; neverthe
less, an asymptotic solution can be obtained for large values 
of (Tr. Without any loss of generality we can take (T = rand 
Eq. (3.42) can be rewritten as follows: 

2cr 1
00 

Loo 'II(p,;,TJ) = - d{3 da 
1T 0 0 

Xe - u'[ w5 + ,,' - 2(A. + w.,)a - 2(w" - A.)P+ 2a' + 2P'] 

(3.43 ) 

This is a double integral of the Laplace type and can be evalu
ated asymptotically for large cr. Following Bleistein and 
Handelsman,40 the function 

t/l(a,{3) = - [w~ + A 2 - 2(,,1, + wo)a 

- 2(wo - A){3 + 2a2 + 2{32] 

has critical points at t/la = t/lp = 0, or at 

ao = (wo + ,,1,)/2, {30 = (wo - ,,1,)/2. 

Since t/laa = t/lpp = - 4 and tPup = 0, it follows that 

t/laa (ao,{3o) < 0, t/lpp (ao,{3o) < 0, 

t/laa(ao,{3o)t/lfJfJ (ao,{3o) - t/l~p(ao,{3o) = 16>0, 

(3.44) 

(3.45 ) 

and the critical point given by (3.45) is a maximum. Hence 
the integration (3.43) can be approximated by 

21T(T- 2 eu'",( a".fJ.,) 
'II (p,;,TJ ) = ~============:::;;:::::=====J t/laa (ao,{3o)t/lpp (ao,{3o) - t/l~p (ao,{3o) 

x 2cr Jo(2~aJ3oP)e-ia"~eifJ.''''+O«(T-2). 
1T 

Rearranging the terms and using Eq. (3.45), one gets 

'II(p,;,TJ) = Jo [Jw~ - ,,1,2 p] 

Xe-iA.(",+~)/2eiw.,(",-~)/2 + O«(T-2), (3.46) 

which in the limit (T-+ 00 reduces to 

'II(p,;,TJ) =Jo[ Jw~ -A 2 p] e-iA.(",+~)/2eiw"(,,,-~)/2. 

( 3.47a) 

Although the wave function given in (3.47a) was obtained 
from the asymptotic evaluation of the double integration 
(3.43), it turns out to be an exact solution to the scalar wave 
equation. In fact, it is same as Durnin's Bessel beam, which 
can be obtained by substituting 

;=z-t, TJ=z+t 

into Eq. (3.47a) and rewriting it as follows: 

'II(p,;,TJ) =Jo[Jw~ _A2p] e-i(A.z-w"t). (3.47b) 

As in the case of Brittingbam's FWM's, the spectrum asso
ciated with a Bessel beam is singular; specifically, the spec
trum given in (3.40) reduces to a product of two Dirac delta 
functions as (T goes to 00. On the other hand, the conversion 
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to a Fourier picture is trivial in this case since (3.47b) is 
totally traveling in the positive z direction. 

IV. EXTENSIONS OF THE BIDIRECTIONAL SYNTHESIS 

In this section, we shall extend the ideas discussed in 
Sec. II to other classes of problems. The most natural exten
sion is an application involving the three-dimensional 
Klein-Gordon equation which describes the propagation of 
waves in a dispersive medium. Another one deals with the 
use of the bidirectional representation in connection with 
dissipative problems modeled, for example, by the three-di
mensional dissipative scalar wave equation and the tele
graph equation; in these cases the operator fi( - IV) is non
positive. Using these two classes of problems, we shall show 
that solutions obtained via the bidirectional representation 
will be as easy to evaluate asymptotically or numerically as 
those for the three-dimensional wave equation. By virtue of 
this observation, new exact solutions can be obtained trivial
ly using spectra similar to those in Sec. III. 

The spectral analysis in Sec. II was carried out over the 
{3-dependent part of the integral in Eq. (2.27). We were led 
to this procedure because the three-dimensional wave equa
tion has the same structure as the one-dimensional Klein
Gordon equation. In particular, a Fourier transformation 
with respect to the transverse coordinates x and y reduces 
the three-dimensional wave equation to a one-dimensional 
Klein-Gordon equation of the following form: 

[a; - a; + K] U (lI:,z,t) = 0 . (4.1) 

It should be observed that the functions [In (KZ)J m (Kt)] in 
the expression (2.32a) are not solutions to the one-dimen
sional Klein-Gordon equation. Only their sums over integer 
values of m and n constitute a solution to ( 4.1) and a delicate 
balance between the coefficients of [In (KZ)J m (Kt) ] must be 
maintained in order to give finite solutions. 

A natural extension is the three-dimensional Klein
Gordon equation describing the evolution of a signal propa
gating in dispersive media. For this case, the operator 

fi( - IV) equals - V 2 + f.1? and Eq. (2.la) takes the form 

[a;-v2+,u2]u(r,t) =0. (4.2) 

A general solution to this equation is analogous to that given 
by (2.18), namely, 

u(r,t) = 2 Re{'II(r,t)}, 

where 'II(r,t) can be represented by the following bidirec
tional superposition: 

I + 1 00 LOO 1"" 1"" 'II(p,;,TJ) = --2 L L dK d(la) 
(21T)I=-ln=OO 0 0 

1#0 

X d(l{3)Cn (la,l{3,K)KJn (Kp) 

X e ± in"'e - i1a~eilP"'8[ a{3 - ! (K + ,u2) ] . (4.3) 

In this case, a ~artitioning of fi ( -)V) was induced through 
the operators A ( - iaz ) = - a;, B( - II: - iaz ) = K + ,u2, 
and the new constraint relation is given by 
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(4.4 ) 

Using the relationship (2.23), the representation (4.3) can 
be transformed into the conventional Fourier picture; spe
cifically, 

I 00 Loo 
f+oo 'I'(r,t) = --2 L dK dw 

(21T) n~O 0 -00 

X f-+ 00

00 

dkz An (W,kz,K)KJn (Kp)e ± in'" 

Xe-ik,Ze+ iW18(W2 _ K - k; - J.12) . (4.5) 

The only difference between (4.5) and (2.18) is the more 
complicated constraint relationship. For the problem under 
consideration, the constraint requires that 

(4.6) 

which recovers the well known energy relation 
E2 = p2 + J.1z. Recall that very few exact solutions to the 
three-dimensional Klein-Gordon equation are available. In 
this sense, the representation (4.3) is very valuable because 
it is characterized by the same algebraic singularities as 
(2.22). As a consequence, (4.3) allows the analytical com
putation of a rich class of novel exact and approximate solu
tions with as much facility as shown in Sec. III for the three
dimensional scalar wave equation. For example, all the 
spectra used in Sec. III can be used trivially to reproduce 
new solutions to the three-dimensional Klein-Gordon equa
tion. 

For physical situations requiring a nonpositive operator a ( - iV), e.g., those modeled by the dissipative scalar wave 
equation and the telegraph equation, one can still obtain 
novel, exact solutions using the bidirectional synthesis pro
cedure. Along these lines, consider the three-dimensional 
dissipative scalar wave equation 

[J;- VZ+ (c i +CZ)J1 +clcz]'I'(r,t) =0, (4.7) 

which describes a wave traveling in a dissipative medium. 
Although Eq. (4.7) has a different structure than Eq. (2.1), 
an exponential transformation of the form 

'I'(r,t) = exp[ - !(cl + cz)t ]qJ(r,t) 

reduces it to 

[J; - VZ - !(ci - cz)Z]qJ(r,t) = 0, 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

which is a special case of Eq. (2.1) with a ( - IV) 

= - VZ - (c i - cz)2/2. Notice that the above equation is 
similar to the Klein-Gordon equation (4.2) with an imagi
nary J.1 [i.e., J.1z = - (c I - c2) 2/2]. The bidirectional repre
sentation can be written directly as 

A 1 + I 00 Loo Loo 
'I'(p,;,rt> = -- L L dK d(la) 

(21T)/~_ln~00 0 

1",0 

X [00 d(lfJ) en (/a,I{3,K)KJn (Kp) 

X e ± in"'e - ila~eil(3'78[ a{3 

+ f(CI - c2)z _ :2] , (4.10) 

with the constraint 
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(4.11 ) 

The same discussion concerning the nature ofthe singulari
ties of this solution follows automatically, except for the fact 
that the hyperbolic constraint (4.11 ) can lie in the second or 
the fourth quadrants of the a{3 plane for (c I - cz) z /2 > K, 
and in the first or third quadrants for (c I - c2 ) z /2 < K. This 
also explains the difference in the a and (3 limits of the inte
gration in Eq. (4.10). 

The dissipative wave equation can be reduced to the 
telegraph equation by removing the dependence ofEq. (4.7) 
on the transverse coordinates x and y. The telegraph equa
tion, which can be written as 

( 4.12) 

models the transmission of electromagnetic signals through 
wire cables. Using an exponential transformation of the form 

if!(z,t) = exp[ - !(c\ + cz)t ] ¢(t,t) , 

reduces the telegraph equation to 

[J;-J; -!(cI-CZ)Z] ¢(z,t) =0. 

(4.13 ) 

(4.14 ) 

A celebrated solution due to Lord Kelvin involves the choice 
CI = Cz. This restriction reduces Eq. (4.14) to a one-dimen
sional scalar wave equation that has the distortion-free solu
tions ¢(z - t) and ¢(z + t). In an attempt to find solutions 
to Eq. (4.14) in the general case where C\ "/=cz, one runs into 
the same complications as those discussed earlier in connec
tion to the Fourier representation of the one-dimensional 
Klein-Gordon equation, or the three-dimensional scalar 
wave equation. An alternative is to use the bidirectional rep
resentation 

I + \ 100 JO ¢(;,T/) = -- L d(la) d(l{3) co(a,{3) 
(21T) I~ _I 0 -00 

1",0 

xe-ila~eil(3'78[a{3+f(CI-CZ)Z] , 

with the constraint 

(4.15 ) 

a{3= - A(c\ - CZ)2. (4.16) 

(Only the second or the fourth quadrants of the a{3 plane 
need be used in this case since a and (3 must have different 
signs.) The Fourier synthesis corresponding to (4.15) can 
be obtained by using the transformation (2.23). This leads to 

¢(z,t) = - dw dkz An (w,kz ) I J+oo J+oo 
21T - 00 - 00 

xe-ik,ZeiWI8(wZ_k; + ~ (c\-cz)z), (4.17) 

with the constraint 

w2 
- k; = - !(c\ - cz)2. (4.18) 

One should not get the wrong impression that the meth
od introduced in this paper will replace the Fourier synthe
sis; on the contrary, the bidirectional synthesis complements 
it. As it was shown in Eq. (2.17), a Fourier decomposition is 
simply a special case of a general partitioning of the operator 
L. In many instances dealing with single frequency phenom
ena, the Fourier synthesis is the most intuitive one; however, 
this does not rule out all other representations, particularly 
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when they can lead to new exact solutions. Consider, for 
instance, initial value problems. Even though the bidirec
tional representation is characterized by an implicit depend
ence on time through the variables t and 1], an initial value 
problem can still be handled successfully. As an example, 
consider the [A V: specific problem of pulse propagation 
through an infinitely long cylindrical waveguide. This prob
lem is modeled by the three-dimensional scalar wave equa
tion 

(V2 
- J;)u(r,t) = 0, 

with the initial conditions 

u(r,O) = F(p,z) , 

u, (r,O) = G(p,z) , 

and the boundary condition 

(4.19a) 

(4.19b) 

u(R,z,t) = 0, (4.19c) 

where p = R is the radius of the cross section of the wave
guide. The functions F(p,z) and G(p,z) are assumed to be 
real. For this problem, it is advantageous to begin with the 
expression (2.27). A typical solution can then be written as 

u(r,t) =u(p,t,1]) = Co(K,/3)Jo(Kp)e- (i~/4{3)~ei{3T/. (4.20) 

Applying the boundary condition ( 4.19c), one obtains 
Jo(KR) = O. It immediately follows that KR = KOm ' where 
KOm are the zeros of the zeroth-order Bessel function. By 
summing over all modes and integrating over /3, the general 
waveguide solution can be given as 

XJo( Kr;P )e - i(~,"/4{3R ')~ei{3T/ • 

The initial condition (4.19a) is satisfied if 

F(p,z) = Re m~ 1 f" d/3 Co (KOm ,/3) 

(4.21 ) 

(4.22) 

The spectrum CO(KOm ,/3), which is, in general, a complex 
function of KOm and /3, can be determined by taking first the 
Fourier transform with respect to z and then the Hankel 
transform with respect to p in Eq. (4.22). This gives 

100 R 2 2 f + 00 dz 
f(Kom,kz ) = d/3-[J1(Kom )] -

o 2 -00 2 

X [ ( /3) - i(~,"/4{3R ' - {3 - k,)z 
Co K Om ' e 

+ *( /3) i(~,,,I4{3R'-{3+k,)z] 
~ ~m' e , (4.23 ) 

where C1;(KOm ,/3) is the Hermitian conjugate of Co (KOm ,/3), 
and f(Kom ,kz ) is defined as 

f(Kom ,kz ) = f_+ 00'" dz f: dp PJo( Ko;P )FCp,Z)e + ik, z • 

(4.24 ) 

By integrating the right-hand side of Eq. C 4.23) over z, it 
follows that 
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f(Kom,kz ) =~R2[J1(Kom)]2 ('" d/3 
2 Jo 

X [co(Kom ,/3)OC;; 2 - /3 - kz) 

+C1;(Kom ,/3)OC;;2 -/3 +kz)]. (4.25) 

By performing, finally, the integration over /3, the following 
relation is obtained: 

Here, 

/31 = ~[ - kz + ~{k; + (Kom/R )2) ] , 

/32 = ~[ + kz + ~(k; + (Kom/R )2) ] . 

(4.26) 

It turns out that the initial condition (4.19b) is satisfied if 

CO(KOm ,/31)/31 - C1;(KOm ,/32)f32 

= 2g(KOm ,kz )hrR 2 [J1 (KOm ) ] 2, (4.27) 

where 

f + '" fR (KomP) + ik,z g(KOm ,kz ) = _ 00 dz 00 dp pJO ~ G(p,z)e . 

(4.28) 

A combination ofEqs. (4.26) and (4.27) results in the spec
trum 

CO(KOm ,/31) = /311T'R2[)1(Kom)]2(f(Kom,kz) 

X k; + ( K~m r + g(KOm ,kz ) ) . 

(4.29) 

The relation /31 =f3( kz ) must be inverted in order to obtain 
kz = kz (f3). Eq. (4.29) can be written, then, as 

Co (KOm ,f3) = /31T'R 2 [J: (KOm)] 2( f{KOm ,kz (f3») 

X k ; (/3) + (K~m r + g{KOm ,kz (f3))) 

and the solution to the original problem can be expressed as 

X ~ (f{Kom ,kz (/3) ) k ; (f3) + ( K~m )
2 

+ g{KOm ,kz (f3) )) , (4.30) 
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in terms of a superpoSItIon of the elementary blocks 
e - ia;eiP'1. Obviously, the shape of the field u (p,;, 1]) depends 
on the choice of F(p,z) and G(p,z). If, for example, F(p,z) is 
chosen in the separable form 

F(p,z) = FI (p)Fz(z) , 

and 

G(p,z) = 0, 

Eq. (4.30) can be rewritten as 

"" 1 
u(p,;,1]) =Re L RZ[J ( )]2 

m= I 1T I KOm 

X i"" d/3 PZ(kp (f3») 

X [k;(/3) + (K~m )T /Z 

e- i
(Kf,m

I4
{3R'); 

X ei{31/Jo( Ko;P ) i R 

dp' p'F\ (pi )Jo( K~m pi), 

(4.31) 

where Pz (k z ) is the Fourier transform of Fz (z ). To be more 
specific, let 

FJ(p) = (l/41T)JO(KOmpIR) , 

Fz(z) = Ko[ (KomIR)/t?+? ] , 

where Ko is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the 
second kind. The initial conditions in this case have the form 

u(r,O) = 4~ Jo( K7/ )Ko[ K~m /t?+? ], (4.32a) 

u,(r,O) =0. (4.32b) 

The Fourier transform of the function Fz (z), required in Eq. 
( 4. 31 ), is given in this case by 

The expression for the root/3., viz., 

(2/3- kz)z = k; + Kom lR z, 

can be used to invert kz = kz ((3). This leads to the relations 

k z = +KomI4f3Rz-f3, (4.34) 

(4.35) 

Equations (4.33) and (4.35) can be used in conjunction 
with (4.31) to obtain 

"" Jo(KompIR) i"" d 1T 
u(p,;,1]) =Re L RZ[J ( )]z 'f3-f3 m = I 1T J KOm 0 

X iR 

dp' :~ Jo( K~m p) Jo( K~m p). 

(4.36) 

By integrating over p', Eq. (4.36) simplifies to 
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u(p,;,1]) = Re{ ("" d/3 
Jo 81T/3 

X e - (Kf,m/4PR ') (a + i;) e - p(a - i1/) Jo( K;P )} . 

(4.37) 

The remaining integration over /3 can be carried out using 
equation (3.478.4) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik. 39 The solu
tion to the initial boundary value problem under considera
tion then assumes the form 

{
I [Kom u(r,t) = Re -Ko --

41T R 

X ~(a + i;)(a - i1]) ko( KO;P)} . (4.38) 

An interesting variation of the solution given in (4.38) 
can be obtained by simply replacing the single parameter a 
by two parameters a) and az, namely, 

{
I [Kom u(r,t) = Re -Ko --

41T R 

X ~(al + i;)(az - i1]) ]Jo( K;P)}. (4.39) 

Because of the asymmetric dependence on the values of a I 
and az, the pulse given in Eq. (4.39) can be made to travel 
mainly in one direction. On the other hand, the solution 
(4.38) represents a pulse that will split into two halves prop
agating in opposite directions. Such claims can be verified by 
referring to Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) which give the positive
going and the negative-going components of the splash 
pulse. The only difference entails the replacement of the inte
gration over K by a summation over KOm' The backward and 
forward spectra have the following ratio: 

F(kz,KOm )IF( - k
2
,KOm) = e(a, - a,)k,. 

It is seen that for az = ai' the positive and the negative com
ponents have the same strength. On the other hand, for az > 1 
anda.<I,F(kz ' Kom»F( -kz' Kom)andthepulsemoves 
predominantly in the positive z direction. Moreover, in con
tradistinction to the splash pulse (3.19), the solution (4.39) 
is localized by the walls of the waveguide and one does not 
have to worry about its localization in the transverse direc
tion. 

v. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A novel bidirectional decomposition of solutions to par
tial differential equations into backward and forward travel
ing plane waves was introduced in this paper. This technique 
is distinct from other factorization methods available in the 
literature (cf., e.g., Ref. 41 ). The main difference stems from 
the fact that it involves a product of plane waves propagating 
in opposite directions, while usual factorization techniques 
decompose the solutions into a sum of forward and back
ward traveling plane waves. The bidirectional decomposi
tion, which was developed within the framework of a more 
general embedding procedure, allows the construction of 
general solutions by means of a superposition of elementary 
bidirectional blocks. Such a novel superposition differs sig-
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nificantly from the more conventional ones, e.g., the Fourier 
synthesis. In particular, it is characterized by algebraic sin
gularities that can be much easier to handle than the branch
cut singularities arising usually in the Fourier synthesis. In 
spite of these differences, there is a one-to-one correspon
dence between the new synthesis and the Fourier method 
and these two methods complement each other. 

Several mathematical aspects of the new synthesis were 
addressed. It was shown that the elementary blocks entering 
into this superposition are composed of exponential and Bes
sel functions which form complete sets of orthogonal func
tions. This led to an inversion formula, from which different 
spectra can be calculated from the knowledge of exact solu
tions. Necessary conditions for the choice of the spectra 
leading to convergent solutions were discussed. 

The bidirectional decomposition was applied to the 
three-dimensional scalar wave equation, the three-dimen
sional Klein-Gordon equation, the three-dimensional dissi
pative wave equation, and the telegraph equation. For all 
these equations, it was demonstrated that new, exact solu
tions can be easily obtained. It was noted that the new syn
thesis provides the most natural basis for the construction of 
the unusual Brittingham-like solutions and that it can be 
used as a vehicle to find the Fourier spectral content of these 
solutions in order to gain a better understanding of their 
properties. Finally, it was shown that initial-boundary value 
problems can be solved using the bidirectional decomposi
tion. A specific example was worked out in connection to an 
infinite waveguide and new solutions [cf. Eqs. (4.38) and 
(4.39)] were derived. These pulse solutions, especially 
(4.39), exhibit unusual decay patterns as they propagate 
down the waveguide. A detailed analysis of their properties 
has been published elsewhere.42 A natural extension of this 
problem is the case of the open waveguide whose aperture is 
illuminated by the pulse given in Eq. (4.39). The solution to 
this problem is incorporated in Ref. 42. 
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